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Contact Details

5th December 2020:
Lillian Lamond

Atholl Estates Office, Blair
Atholl,Pitlochry, Perthshire
PH18 5TH
01796 481355
enquiries@atholl-estates.co.uk
Blair Castle: 01796 481207
Blair Castle Caravan Park:
01796 481263
Lodges: 01796 481355
Ranger Service: 01796 481355
Blair Castle Horse Trials:
01796 481543

14th December 2020: Peter
Jarvis
January 2021 Davy Gray,
worked with forestry (many
years ago) and stayed in Blair
Cottages
February 2021 Annie Paxton,
Tulliemet, The Stables,
Garryside
Download the latest issue of
the newsletter and register for
our monthly e-newsletter with
the latest events, special offers
and news at:
atholl-estates.co.uk

Websites
atholl-estates.co.uk
blairhorsetrials.co.uk
blair-castle.co.uk
blaircastlecaravanpark.co.uk
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New Faces

Alan Forsyth - Accounts Assistant working in the estate office.
Carol Cassie - Accounts Assistant replaces Sam Blewitt, Monday/Thursday.
Keith Shorten - Accounts Assistant will replace Ella Nye in the castle office.
We are sorry to say goodbye to Ella Nye and Sam Blewitt, both from the
accounts team.

Welcome
As we emerge from perhaps a rather lonely winter, the excitement
of having visitors back on the estate is palpable. Everyone has been
working hard to get the gardens, castle, caravan park and all the
lodges ready to receive guests. The winter however has not seen
things stand still, with major works going on in some of the
lodges, leaks in the water pipes sorted out and a new fire alarm
system fitted in the castle.
A considerable amount of time has been given to thinking through
the 30-year plan for the castle’s maintenance and to throw more
light on this very important topic. Jonathan Goatlee, our
conservation architect, has kindly agreed to write an article saying
something about the work and research that he does (page 12-13).
In September Jamie and I move to Ardchattan and Bertie will take
over the reins at Blair. We have had a wonderful 25 years and
would like to thank everyone, those we work with one way or
another, neighbours, and visitors. You have all made our time on
Atholl very enjoyable.
Handover to Bertie won’t be like cutting a mooring line as Jamie
and I will remain involved, but in an ever-diminishing capacity.
Sarah Troughton
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News in Brief
The Duke of Edinburgh
The Union Jack was flown at half mast to show our
respect for the life of service and support that the
Duke of Edinburgh gave to Her Majesty the Queen,
the country and commonwealth.

Seen on her 100th birthday, Margaret is a wellknown figure on the estate having worked in the
Castle while still at school, followed by a stint at
the post office in Pitlochry during the war years.
She then worked in the Estate Office for 30 years,
retiring in 1983. Born on the 1st of March 1921
at Woodend, East Side, she moved to Tilt Lodge in
1949, where she lived for 70 years until 2010. She
is now in Balhousie Care Home, Pitlochry.
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Last year we lost a very dear and beloved
colleague and friend, Lillian Lamond, who lost
her battle with Cancer. Lillian was a very strong
woman who fought this disease with everything
she had. She had worked as a castle
housekeeper for over 15 years, and we will miss
her terribly. Lillian was extremely hardworking
and always made a huge effort in looking out for
new staff that she would take under her wing
and show them the ropes.
She loved to talk and entertained us all at the castle many times with her
stories. She was a dedicated mother, wife, grandmother, aunty, sister and
friend. She doted on her family and always spoke about how proud she
was of them all. Lillian was an amazing lady and we will all miss her cheery
character.

Water
This year VisitScotland is highlighting Coasts and Water and by chance three
short articles came in that all relate to Scotland’s abundance of water.

River Garry
Floods this winter have changed the flow of the River Garry at Pol Dornie
again. There are now two shingle islands with the river flowing down three
main channels. The pool itself looks reasonably unaffected and we hope will
still fish well, though it does look a lot shallower at the top where the shingle
has been washed into it.
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Flood at Old Blair
A shortage of water at the farm alerted
Julian and Gordon to question where it was
going. To their horror the answer was
obvious when they opened Old Blair’s front
door and were met by a gush of water.
There was serve flooding after pipes in the
attic froze and burst in February.
A quick response from our insurers and
some excellent repairs by our works team
and painter should ensure that the lodge is
up and ready to use by the end of May,
looking smarter than ever.

Davey Smith, the painter, having a quick lunch
break as he tackles the redecoration task.

The Banvie Exhibition Case
The Banvie Exhibition Case highlights Atholl Estates scenic fishing, which has
been a pastime on the estate for over 200 years.Today the estate has
salmon fishing on three rivers, the Tummel, Garry and Tilt, plus hill lochs for
wild brown trout and rainbow trout.
In the exhibition case, you will see lures and flies of extravagant colours
dating back to the 1800s and documents from the Castle collections giving
an insight into the estate’s fishing history.
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Estate Events 2021
The Horse Trials
This year the estate is planning to run the horse trails as normally as possible,
subject to Covid-19 guidelines. We will not open the box office until the
Scottish Government confirm how many spectators are allowed to attend
larger scale events. The number of trade stands will reflect the number of
spectators.
All of the competition classes will be held as normal, including all of the
eventing and showing classes, which will all be open entry, with the
exception of the Scottish Grassroots Eventing. We are pleased to confirm
that the Horse of The Year Show has also allocated the event a new Working
Hunter Qualifier for 2021.
Land Rover have confirmed their intention to be title sponsors again for 2021
and Equi-Trek Horseboxes have renewed their sponsorship of the Main
Arena for another three years. We are looking forward to welcoming as
many of you as we safely can in August.

Open-Air Art, Craft and Food Market
The Craft Fair took place on the Castle forecourt on the opening weekend of
the season, a great way to welcome guests after a long period of lockdown.
The exhibitors who are based in Scotland eflected the high standard of
craftmanship and diversity that is produced within this country.
On offer was a unique collection of jewellery, ceramics, ironwork, tweed
accessories, fabulous silks and hand-poured candles.
There was also a variety of delicious food offerings including street seafood,
a superb range of cheese, game and confectionery, alongside tastings from
local distilleries and a local brewery.
Our next Craft Fair will take place on the 26th and 27th of June 2021, more
details can be found on the website.

Litter Pick
The Atholl Highlanders’ Parade
It was with a heavy heart that the parade and gathering weekend,
normally held at the end of May, had to be cancelled. owever missing out on
the wonderful spectacle of the Highlanders’ parading for a second year was
just too much to bear, so a parade will be held on Saturday the 9th October.
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Alan and Carol from the finance
department (see left) lend a hand
during the annual estate litter
pick.
This took place on the 21st April –
it was a glorious day and good to
have outside ‘work’ to do.
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News Around The Castle
By the time we go to print the castle gates should be open (from the 28th
of April). For the first few weeks we will be open Wednesday – Sunday and
hope the market will regain its confidence to travel safely and we can return to our 7 day business in the early summer. We have missed our visitors
through the winter months, but the imposed ‘quiet time’ has given space for
reflection, innovation and a few laughs.
Starting with the latter, the wide range of visitors who are good enough to
visit us from all over the world have varied knowledge and interests. Yet we
often find we are asked similar questions year on year – some of them quite
memorable!

Blair Castle Trail Weekender
We are delighted to be hosting the inaugural Blair Castle Trail Weekender on
the 5th & 6th of June 2021, organised by the team from Outsider Events.
The Scottish Athletics licenced weekend of trail running has races from 5km
right up to the 58km 'Full Tilt Ultra'.

One that demonstrates that, while we might not know the answer but are
willing to find out, was ‘how much does the castle weigh?’ The story goes
that the works’ manager of the time conducted an experiment in the same
vein as Schiehallion being used to calculate the mass of the earth but alas
the answer has been lost. Other questions included: Is the family related to
the tennis star Andy Murray? Did Tony Blair ever live here? Where are the
dungeons? Is that a unicorn horn? (it’s a narwhal tusk). How often did the
Duke bathe? Before electricity how many candles would be used in a day?
How many ghosts are there?

All races start in the Target Field before runners make their way past the
castle and into Diana's Grove. From there, runners either loop round past
Hercules Garden and back to the start, fork off up Glen Tilt or head toward
the 1009m high summit of Ben Dearg.
Subject to Covid-19 restrictions, Outsider Events are planning yoga classes
over the course of the weekend, family friendly activities and a mix of
catering experiences.
We are optimistic that Covid-29 restrictions will be lifting by early June, but
there are contingencies for ensuring compliance if a mass start is not
possible, including runners setting off in waves or setting off in an individual
TT format.
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One question that made Head Trustee, Sarah laugh was being asked what
the two sculptures in Hercules Garden were, to which she replied they were
abstract sculptures based on the female figure. The visitor, obviously
somewhat relieved replied “oh that’s ok I thought they were rude!”
Speaking to visitors is always a pleasure and we are all very much looking
forward to another season of great questions.
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Jacobite Exhibition
Reflecting on the family’s history, the
exhibition ‘A Family Divided - The
Atholls and the Jacobite Risings’ was
put together last year but, due to the
pandemic, failed to open with the
fanfare it deserved.
It explains the trials and
tribulations of the Atholl family and
what Blair Castle endured during the
Jacobite rebellions. From the Battle of
Killiecrankie in 1689 and Bonnie
Dundee’s death to the final battle of
Culloden, the exhibition tells the story of how a family were politically and
physically divided for over 60 years.

stories from several of the rooms.
For those unable to visit, the same
audio tour and collection items can be
viewed and listened to at home.
Not only will Smartify help us to stay
engaged with those who already know
and love Blair Castle, it will also give us
the opportunity to reach new,
digitally engaged audiences worldwide.
While designed to be used firstly on
mobile or tablet, Smartify can also
be viewed through a desktop browser.
As the first Scottish historic house to
launch on Smartify, we look forward to
seeing it grow and support our tourism offering on the estate. To download
the app, visit: smartify.org/venues/blair-castle-gardens

Smartify at Blair Castle
Finally to innovation. Cat Sutherland, Head of Marketing, and Keren Guthrie,
The Archivist, have had a busy winter organising and uploading information
onto The World’s Most Downloaded Museum App – Smartify.
Smartify is free to download and allows users to experience a tour of the
Castle, as well as view collection items, both on-site and from the comfort
of their own home. As foreign travel is at a standstill for the time being,
Smartify will be a great enabler for visitors across the globe to experience our
history and rich tapestry of stories.
Collection items include the temple coin cabinet, Mortlake tapestries,
Bonnie Prince Charlie’s compass and furry favourites – Tilt the stag and our
rare stuffed polar bear.
While walking around the castle, visitors can scan selected items within the
app and find out more about it. Currently we have a small number of items
available to view in this way, but as we continue the year, we’ll be adding
more. For those taking a free flow tour of Blair Castle, they can use Smartify
to experience an audio tour. Mo Tracey, our head guide, shares wonderful
insights about Blair Castle’s place in Scottish history and fascinating facts and
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BaxterStorey take on Tullibardine Restaurant
Finally, we have a new caterer at the castle, BaxterStorey, and we are really
looking forward to a new improved menu being served in the Tullibardine
restaurant.
They have a simple ethos ‘to provide
fresh, locally sourced, good food made
by talented well-trained teams, who
love giving our customers a great
experience.’
The restaurant will be open with a
limited menu to begin with and have
restricted seating inside and lots of
tables outside under the current
guidelines. However, when we are
allowed, we will return to having a full
menu and ample seating inside.
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Looking Backwards While Moving On
“Congratulations, you’ve passed the exam….” is how I heard that I had been
surreptitiously assessed for my long-term understanding of the castle fabric.
I had been asked for my thoughts on problems at the picture staircase. I
received the title “Surveyour (sic) to the Fabric” and have used it with pride
and joy for 10 years.
We have discovered remarkable things since; gutters that emptied for
decades, without being noticed, into walls; that much of the slating dates
from 1740 and is still on its original nails; the harling is a massive and very
early use of Portland Cement; high level walls can fill up like swimming
pools; and that, while David Bryce was a great British architect, his firm’s
detailing was less so and gives us all headaches 150 years later.
You must think long term at Blair Castle; Comyn’s Tower is 752 years old; it
is 270 years since the Castle was “de-castellated” to make it a less enticing
garrison during revolutions and 149 since Bryce put the castellations back…
to make the Castle less “dull”.
If the recent roof work on the south high roofs or great drawing room last as
long, they will be re-slated in 2170 and 2286.

The current focus: discolouration
like this happens too quickly and
gets worse too fast. Answers are
being assessed.

A Phoenix from the ashes: The
finial restored by Hall
Conservation and reinstated on
top of the Clock Tower after the
fire of 2011.

And so it goes on…. the finials on
the South Wing are reaching the
end of their life …

Our current focus is keeping the harling pristine. On the south and west
elevations, wind, sun and rain do the job well but the north and east façades
discolour and appear scruffy too quickly. These are the sides from which
visitors approach; they can be a poor welcome.
It also costs a great deal regularly to re-paint the harling which disrupts
events and absorbs funds which could have a better use. The longer the time
between painting, the better for visitors, blushing grooms and brides, events’
managers’ hair colour, maintenance budgets…. and income the Trust could
use elsewhere.
Working to our 30 year Forward Plan (it was suggested I add my
retirement….and funeral……) our knowledge of traditional painting
materials and how C20th concrete buildings stain is guiding research and
testing of ways to reduce the dirtying of the harl and mineral paint.

Most of the slating in this
photograph is new, from Cumbria.
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Baron Maule’s Room Roof: These
parapets were brim full of water
before work to make them more
watertight; the water flowed out
over the mason’s hands as they
removed the old harl. The room
below is dry for the first time
in three generation’s collective
memory.
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South High Block Roofs:
Pre-forming the edge of a curved
lead gutter before final forming
on the curved “horse” behind.
Fellows and Scholars from the
Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings look on. New
Cumbrian slates stand in the
foreground.

The Castle’s orientation, pollution from the A9, Bryce and his successor’s
detailing and mineral paint’s properties combine to create the problems and
must be understood and managed to minimise how water runs off dirty
surfaces and down the painted harl. The Trust’s open-mindedness means
that everything can be considered within reason, even the colour.

By Jonathan Gotelee, Conservation Architect for Blair Castle.
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Management Planning For Grouse At Forest Lodge
Today, many Scottish grouse moors run at a loss and half of Scotland’s uplands are not managed at all. It was partly for this reason that a decision was
made in 2020, to focus on areas where grouse shooting is viable on Atholl,
which includes areas at Forest Lodge.
A management plan for grouse at Forest Lodge is currently being compiled
with the game department, but the principles will include the following:
An effective modern plan has to address the current factors which can affect
results negatively i.e.
• Loss of good habitat (heather beetle or afforestation)
• Proximity of conifer forests which harbour predators
(fortunately there aren’t many areas within Forest Lodge that have
conifer forests)
• Legal restrictions on control of some predators.
• Rising real costs of labour for keepering.
• Climate change, affecting chick survival through extremes of heavy
summer rains and hot dry spells and the increasing tick population.
Ticks are increasingly prevalent on Scotland’s hills and without the
usual cold winters they are becoming more visible all year round.
• Lack of new techniques, mechanisation and automation which have
benefited the farming and forestry industries; Apart from vehicles,
ATV’s, and medicated grit, many 20th century techniques are now
obsolete.
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The plan will be based on the following areas Husbandry / Habitat and
Hitting Predation, and reviewed at the end of two years.
Husbandry
Parasite and disease control – continuing the use of medicated grit in areas
where the worm burden is known and tested to be high.
Grit and water provision – ensuring sufficient grit on the moor to prevent
dominant birds holding terroritries with all the grit.
Habitat
Mix of ages of heather. Ideally the old heather is cut or burnt to give a width
of 1.2-2 metres and length about 20 metres. The traditional burnt patches of
about 20 x 100 metres can result in two major problems. Firstly, away from
the edges, they offer an open, draughty environment. At higher altitudes
and in most of Scotland this is not conducive to survival of young. Secondly,
chicks are easily seen by raptors if they are away from the edges and are too
far from the long heather to get to safety in time.
Hitting Predation
Predator control is well known as a key component of moor management
benefiting several species of upland birds as well as grouse. The Otterburn
Project has quantified this; likewise the Loddington Project for lowland birds.
We are currently investigating the use of Automatic Trap Checking systems
which offer cost effective and efficient solutions. The basic unit is an “event
logger” whose sensors record movement. This can be used in a pre-trapping
mode to monitor a site and the latest version uses a miniature camera to
record pictures and video clips with records of date and time. Mobile signal
is an issue at Forest Lodge however. In addition to all of these actions we are
unlikely to shoot any grouse for the next two years, aiming at letting existing
stock increase and stabilise.
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Weddings at Atholl Estates

An Update On Estate Activities
Blair Castle Caravan Park Opens
With Covid-19 restrictions finally lifting we were able to open our gates
to the caravan park on the 26th of April. We have seen a huge uptake in
bookings since March when the roadmap was announced which has kept
the park team extremely busy. We are really looking forward to welcoming
people to the park once again.
We have a few new additions to the park for 2021: 2 new pods have been
added to the pod village and these are proving very popular with hardly a
space left at the weekends. They offer a great camping feel but a little more
luxurious!

Highland Lodge Weddings
In 2020 and even now, Covid-19 put paid to many couples’ upcoming
nuptials and as a result, a halt in weddings at Blair Castle. With the castle
normally welcoming parties of 200 or more, we looked to pivot where
possible and adapt to a growing need – and want – for smaller weddings.
With the estate home to several beautiful lodges, we took the step to launch
our Lodge Weddings.

We also want to welcome Fred Mackenzie and his partner Claire and their
new business venture The Shieling. A lovely wooden hut will be situated at
the top end of the park and will serve a delicious breakfast menu, cooked
fresh on site.

As couples search for new venues that suit fewer numbers and offer
flexibility, we hope to see this addition gain momentum.
Currently, Tulliemet House and Kindrochet Lodge are available for weddings
and other family celebrations. The team have also brought together a variety
of additional options – including marquees – to enable outdoor ceremonies
and larger celebrations to take place.
Soon, we will be adding ‘Wild Weddings’ to the options available for
celebrations on the estate. Guests will be able to choose from handpicked,
outdoor locations around the estate to exchange vows and hold an intimate
wedding breakfast with their closest family and friends.
With such a dramatic and unique landscape – and a growing interest for
elopements, micro weddings and outdoor celebrations – we’re excited to
add this offer at Atholl Estates.
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New Holiday Accommodation
The range of holiday accommodation continues to grow in number and
diversity. This spring, Clachan Cottage opens to guests, providing a third
unit in the Clachan complex, along with the option to hire a spacious games
room that’s been formed from a steading conversion.
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Two shepherd huts will also be available for hire from this spring, located
at Tulliemet, with south facing long views down the Tay valley. Nearby, at
Blairinraish, two cottages are scheduled for renovation, each providing two
bedroom self-catered accommodation and at the same time, Birkenburn
Cottage, privately located in the Cally Woods just north of Dunkeld, will also
be refurbished, providing a spacious single bedroom unit.

Watermill Development
The culmination of six years work
came to fruition in April with the
completion of 8 new two-bedroom
cottages, The Watermill
Development, achieved in
collaboration with the Scottish
Government through the Rural
Affordable Housing Fund.
The houses are designed to be
highly energy efficient, with
heating via ‘smart’ electrical
radiators which sense when there’s spare energy on the national grid which
can be used at a low tariff.

Clachan Cottage before conversion

Atholl Estates Ranger Service
Many who enjoy Atholl Estates will be pleased to know our partnership with
The Cairngorms National Park Authority, which helps fund the Atholl
Ranger Service, was renewed this winter.
Many thanks to the CNPA, this will provide long term confidence in the
continued benefits the service offers the park, estate, community and visitors
alike.
It is particularly reassuring as we have seen a huge increase in the number
of people visiting the estate, keeping the rangers out and about as much as
possible. A typical day starts at the car park where it’s a good opportunity to
offer advice on different walking routes.
While lambing is happening, it is a chance to remind dog owners of their
responsibilities around farm animals. Later in the day we might engage with
people setting up camp for the night and remind them about cooking with a
stove to avoid wildfire and about where to ‘go’ in the outdoors. Getting out
and meeting people is the best part of the job.
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Low maintenance both inside and out was also a design criteria which will
make them durable and easily managed, both for tenants and the estate,
over the long term.
Warmth and low maintenance make the houses ideal for senior citizens who
want to move out of larger, traditional homes and indeed five of them have
been let to estate tenants currently living at Garryside.
The houses were designed by James Denholm Partnership and built by Osprey Construction. The image above shows Rod Paul of James Denholm and
Brian Pirrie of Osprey with Jamie.

Energy Efficiency in Estate Housing
Across the estate houses work continues to improve energy efficiency, EPC
rating, with 30 more houses being surveyed for internal wall insulation this
summer.
We continue to work with the installation firm, Pride and Joy, who have
contracted extensively with Perth and Kinross Council on their housing stock.
We expect most installations can take place without tenants having to vacate
properties, but each case will be approached individually and a meeting
arranged after the initial survey to discuss arrangements.
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Atholl Industrial Estates
Commercial developments include the second phase of workshops at Cally
Industrial Estate, where work has resumed post Covid and we expect entry
from mid-June. Three interesting businesses have signed up for the new
units, all of whom will add to the expanding business community in Dunkeld.
Looking further ahead, the estate is in dialogue with Dunkeld and Birnam
Community Council over the potential of land at Haughend for mixed
development, to suit the diverse ranges of demand which will be expressed
both as part of the local authority’s 2024 Local Plan consultation and the
community’s own PH8 Community Matters consultation.
An industrial park at Logierait, accessed from the new barytes mine haul
road, remains our objective with intended completion mid 2022.
Further design work is underway, informed by recent market appraisals, to
develop a detailed planning application later this summer.

without the need for bits of paper going back and forth! There were also the
small matters of understanding what ‘Furlough’ meant and the overly
complex administration and calculations of it all, and keeping abreast of
continual government updates on support available and eligibility criteria.
All the disruption and changes in working practice was taken in the team’s
stride with various other developments taking place and the day to day
finances well looked after.
Whilst there have been some changes with new faces to welcome, the focus
remains on how to continually develop the finance team and processes to sit
at the heart of the estate and provide a great service to all of our colleagues,
customers and suppliers.

Mental Health, It’s Good To Talk
As mentioned in our Summer 2020 newsletter the Estate has been working
to develop policies and guidance for those facing challenges with mental
health, it’s good to talk.
Both during and after this horrible pandemic, it is unthinkable that any of us
would not have either directly faced challenges with our mental health this
past year or known someone who has, and even without the pandemic there
was a growing number of us facing these issues, and far too often facing
them alone.

The new Cally units

Finance Department Updates
The past year has seen a rapid change in the way the finance department
manages the estate finances. Thanks to the huge efforts of the team we
managed to squeeze in moving all of our systems to one cloud based
system in February just before the Covid lockdown struck, allowing us to
keep working throughout.
Following on from that, we needed to adopt one payroll system to unify
our inputs and reporting, as well as adopt an electronic invoicing system for
staff wanting to raise orders from all over the estate and to approve invoices
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Our key message as colleagues and as a community is that you are not
facing these issues alone and that support is available all around you, from
those that have experienced similar problems or simply those that can offer a
shoulder or an ear as and when required.
Everyone faces unique problems in their own lives and needs specific
solutions or support to deal with those, yet the stories of those that have
come through serve to help show us the power of talking and opening up
about whatever the issue may be.
Just some of the invaluable resources and support networks out there are
noted below:
RSABI - Supporting People in Scottish Agriculture;
Samaritans – 116 123;
Breathing Space – 0800 83 85 87; BBC Headspace
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Dualling Of The A9

Game Department

Despite Covid hampering progress on the dualling of the A9, there was a
recent Ministerial announcement regarding the publication of Made Orders
in the coming months for P03 (Tay Crossing to Ballinluig) Changes have been
agreed with Transport Scotland and these are now being formalised.

With the hind cull being
completed for 2021, attention
from the Game Department
has moved to focusing on
training with young ponies.

While P05 (Killiecrankie to Glen Garry) still awaits a Ministerial
announcement, it is hoped that this will follow in the next few months.

Forestry
Raor clear fell has completed with a very good breakout of green log, with
the harvesting teams commenting that it was some of the best quality logs
they have ever cut on Atholl.
The harvesting has now moved on to Croft Crombe in Glen Tilt before
moving to Killiechangie and further significant fellings in Glen Tilt.
Fencing has been completed in Struan Point with the fence now secure. Bird
strike markers are still being added. Mounding has been ongoing with
difficulties due to rocky ground. The first of the trees were delivered in early
April with planting following thereafter.
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Younger ponies have been
receiving some intensive
training, and early results are
encouraging. The younger
ones from Bruar are now also
undertaking some trial pony
picnics.

Home Farms
Both Home Farms applied for, and were successful in attaining, funding
under the Sustainable Agriculture Capital Grant Scheme – the scheme’s aim
is to focus on efforts to reduce carbon emissions in the agriculture sector.
In a trial for 2021, Balanloan also decided to put yearling heifers into calf (it’s
normal to only put two year olds in calf), as they had reached their target
weights. They have been calving for the first time in April 2021, and early
results are encouraging.
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